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What is AVerPen?
AVerPen brings to the 21st century classroom a unique and revolutionary device that combines the best features of interactive whiteboard, 
wireless slate, wireless presenter and voting system. Being truly wireless it can be used anywhere in the classroom by teacher and 
student. It creates an exciting interactive and collaborative lesson.

The Teacher Pen gives the teacher control over the use and functionality of the Student Pens.  However the 21st century classroom 
concept is strengthened. The students, individually or in groups, using the pen can collaboratively work on solving problems, share ideas 
and visibly interact with the teacher.

The best part about the AVerPen is that there is just one software, AVer+. Uniquely, you can work with the AVerPen and AVerVision® 
visualizer and not worry about any calibration. This saves time since you only need to familiarize yourself with one software and gain the 
benefits of many! 

All
In One



Main Features

AVerPen comes with the All-New Revolutionary AVer+ software. Through this powerful software, enabling the 21st century classroom 
experience, users are able to work on projects simultaneously, capture images, record video, import and export different media and much more! 
Real-time information can be shared across a school local area network (LAN). 

Multiple Concurrent Users
Real collaboration begins with multiple users working 
simultaneously on a project. With AVer+, up to 6 
Student Pens and 1 Teacher Pen can interact with 
each other at the same time. 

Learning Assessment
Get immediate feedback. As many as 60 students are 
able to answer questions using the voting feature on the 
Student Pen. The result can be saved in the learning 
report for individual or group assessment.

My Library
Easily access multimedia resource including video, 
audio, flash and images from the AVer+ resource 
library for creating new content in AVer+ software. 
With few clicks, the modified content can be stored 
back to the library for reuse.

Virtual Transparency Mode
Create powerful content from the Web and other 
computer programs by annotating them, capturing 
them and even using the content as background 
within the software.

Visualizer Integration
Access and control your AVerVision® visualizer with the 
AVer+ software to display live images of documents, 
3D objects, microscopic images, transparencies, and 
much more for a truly vivid learning experience.

Project Tools
Split the screen up to 6 for students to annotate 
simultaneously without disrupting each others’ work. 
Teacher can capture image and record video of the 
work, or export and save them for future use in 
various formats such as image, HTML or PDF.
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AVerPen Anatomy

status indicator

right-click button

tip / left-click button

Teacher Pen charger / 
wireless receiver (cradle)

presenter buttons / 
voting buttons*

* Student Pen only

tail button

Student Pen charger

Product Specifications

Package Content 

Color Teacher Pen: blue and gray 
 Student Pen: orange and gray

Dimension 151mm x 23mm x 22mm

 5.94in x 0.91in x 0.87in

Weight 32.4g (pen)
 96.2g (wireless receiver/cradle)
 208.2g (Student Pen charger)

Wireless Technology 2.4GHz RF Wireless

Range 15m (50ft)

Bandwidth up to 7 AVerPens for simultaneous  
 operation
 up to 60 Student Pens for voting

Pen Tip Technology proprietary optical sensor

Software Platform Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7

 Mac OS X 10.4 and later

Connectivity USB charging cradle

Battery rechargeable lithium-ion polymer
 (non-removable)

Battery Usage 5 days per full charge

Power Adapter 100-240V / 50-60Hz

Warranty 2 years for AVerPen, charger and  cradle  
 1 year for battery and accessories

Certi�cations FCC, CE

1 Teacher Pen

4 Student Pens

Cradle

Charger

USB cable

5 Mouse pads

Pen stickers

Lanyard chord

Pen pouch

AC adapter

Installation CD

User manual CD

Quick guide

Warranty card

Accessories

Add-on Pack Teacher Pack



Values and Benefits

Promote Collaborative Learning
The 21st century classroom is the setting of the greatest revolution in learning for many decades. It is the center of a collaborative and interactive 
learning process. This process involves both teacher and students in a spoken and written dialogue that brings fun and learning to the 
classroom. AVerPen is the latest application which allows the teacher and students to simultaneously work on problems or questions and share 
ideas in the class. The teacher can use AVerPen to manage students’ in class participation and keep their attention focused. The students can 
use their pens to exchange ideas and solve problems. They can also use the pens to vote or answer questions. When the AVerPen is used in 
conjunction with the AVerVision® visualizers the ideas of the 21st century classroom are shared by all.

Easy to Use
The functions of the AVerPen are simple and easy to use. Teachers do not need to worry about calibration and integration with existing 
technologies. The only required software, AVer+, is intuitive enough for teachers to learn. The learning curve for using AVerPen is short for both 
teachers and students, so everybody can immediately devote their class time and energy to a fast paced learning situation.

Freedom and Mobility
Use your AVerPen on almost any surface. You don’t need to write on a board or a slate; just pick up your AVerPen and tap into its features from 
anywhere in the classroom. No wires mean that teachers can walk around with Teacher Pen and maintain great interaction with their students. 
Meanwhile, students can easily use Student Pens when working in groups or take it with them to participate in activities around the classroom.

Cost Effective
The AVerPen combines the interactive technologies of a 21st century classroom into one solution. Teachers can truly build an exciting and 
challenging interactive experience with greater learning and fun capacity for a fraction of the usual cost. There are no installation costs, low 
maintenance costs and the AVerPen is competitively priced. Leaving more money for other activities!
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